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In silico plasmas under extreme 
conditions:  

from particle accelerators to  
pair plasmas in pulsars
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Many extreme plasma physics 
scenarios (field intensities in 
excess of 1023 W/cm2 in the 
laboratory or in astrophysics) can 
only be fully explored in silico

Several fundamental questions on 
plasma physics under extreme 
conditions can now be answered 
with ab initio petascale 
simulations + theory + 
experiments with intense beams

http://epp.ist.utl.pt/ 

Overarching motivation
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Particle in cell simulations 
towards the exascale 

Laser particle acceleration and 
exotic beams

Exploring fundamental plasma 
processes for lab and astro

Moving to ultra high intensities

http://epp.ist.utl.pt/

Outline
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In the project Manhathan 
(c. 1940) the cost of one 
floating point operation 
was ~ 10-3€ 
Operations performed in mechanical calculators.
Cost of labour ~ 4 €/hour, assuming one operation per second. 
Total number of operation corresponding to 4 € = 1 flop/s 60 x 60 s 
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Today, in a graphics 
processor unit each 
floating point operation 
costs ~10-18 € 
GPU performs 0.5 Tflop/s and costs ~ 2000 euros.
We assume a 3 year lifetime. Neglect the cost of electricity.
Total number of operation for 2000 euros = 0.5 x 1012 flop/s x 3 x 365 x 24 x 60 x 60 s 
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Solving Maxwell’s equations on a grid with self-consistent 
charges and currents due to charged particle dynamics

Particle-in-cell (PIC) - (Dawson, Buneman,1960’s)
Maxwell’s equation solved on simulation grid
Particles pushed with Lorentz force

State-of-the-art
~ 1012 particles
~ (12000)3 cells

RAM ~ 1 Gbyte - 100 TByte
Run time: hours to months
Data/run ~ few MB - 100s TByte

One-to-one simulations of plasma 
based accelerators & cluster 
dynamics
Weibel/two stream instability in 
astrophysics, relativistic shocks, 
fast igniton/inertial fusion energy, 
low temperature plasmas

Particle-in-cell simulations
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Osiris 3.0
osiris framework
· Massivelly Parallel, Fully Relativistic  

Particle-in-Cell (PIC) Code 
· Visualization and Data Analysis 

Infrastructure
· Developed by the osiris.consortium

⇒  UCLA + IST

Ricardo Fonseca
ricardo.fonseca@tecnico.ulisboa.pt
Frank Tsung
tsung@physics.ucla.edu
http://epp.tecnico.ulisboa.pt/  
http://plasmasim.physics.ucla.edu/

code features
· Scalability to ~ 1.6 M cores
· SIMD hardware optimized
· Parallel I/O
· Dynamic Load Balancing
· QED module
· Particle merging
· GPGPU support
· Xeon Phi support

O i ir ss
3.0
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PARTICLES

GRID

Integration of equations of motion: 
moving particles

Integration of field equations: 
updating fields

Deposition:                            
calculating current on grid

Interpolation:                            
evaluating force on particles
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Emission of photons
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Particle
Merging

QED-PIC loop + Particle Merging 
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• Additions to the PIC loop 

• Quantum radiation reaction / photon emission

• Photon propagation / Pair Creation

• Study extreme lab / astrophysical scenarios 

• Merge algorithm critical

Emission Rate
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T. Grismayer et al.,
 arXiv:1512.05174, PoP (2016)

Double clockwise 
polarization

Seeded QED cascades in counter 
propagating laser pulses

Extended to include QED effects
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py

PIC cell

Merging cell

PIC particles

px

pz Δpx
Δpy

Δpz

These particles are 
close
‣ in real space

‣ in momentum space 

all the significant quantities. Let us assume that there exists a particle that
would conserve w
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Such a particle would also need to satisfy also an energy-momentum relation
that in normalised units for electrons takes the form ✏

2
n

= || ~p
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||2 + 1 and for
photons ✏

n

= || ~p
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||.
A simple example that illustrates a situation where this is not satisfied

is when initially we have only two particles in the momentum cell that have
exactly the same weight w and energy ✏, but opposite non-zero momentum
vectors ~p and �~p. Here, the ~p
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= ✏. If our particles are photons, the energy-
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The previous example shows that merging into one macro particle would

not always allow to locally conserve all the quantities we are interested in.
However, if we would initialise two macro particles instead of 1, this is not
the case. Let us consider macro particles a and b with w
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Besides eqs. (3), there are two more energy-momentum relations to be sat-
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This makes for a system of 7 scalar equations to be satisfied by the right
choice of 10 scalar variables. We can take that w
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4

Equations to satisfy

M. Vranic, et al., Comput. Phys. Commun. 191, 65-73 (2015) 

• Dynamically resample the 6D phasespace 

• Retain physical description of the system

• Conserve charge, momentum and energy

• Merge algorithm 

• Find particles close enough in phasespace

• Generate new particles observing conservation 
laws

• Improve performance 

• Fewer particles

• Mitigate parallel load imbalance

Two-stream test

Merging algorithm addresses key challenge
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Extreme resources to explore opportunities at ultra high intensities

Scaling Tests

Sim. Volume Parallel 

LLNL Sequoia
IBM BlueGene/Q
#2 - TOP500 Nov/12
1572864 cores
Rmax 16.3 PFlop/s

Speedup
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# Cores

1 000 10 000 100 000 1 000 000 10 000 000

Strong Scaling
Weak Scaling
Optimal

Efficiency @
 1.6 Mcores

97%
75%

• Scaling tests on LLNL Sequoia
4096 → 1572864 cores (full system)

• Warm plasma tests
Quadratic interpolation
uth = 0.1 c

• Weak scaling
Grow problem size
cells = 2563 × ( Ncores / 4096 )
23 particles/cell

• Strong scaling
Fixed problem size
cells = 20483 
16 particles / cell

R. A. Fonseca et al. PPCF 55, 4011 (2013) L. O. Silva | Ann Arbor, U. Michigan | October 5 2016
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Similiar progress in supercomputers and intense lasers

’14 Peak laser intensity ~ 1023 W/cm2

Lasers and supercomputers

’14 Peak computing power > 10 Pflop/s

Mourou, Tajima, Bulanov (2006) Source: top500.org
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Similar intensities are present in particle beams

Existing or planned particle beams

LHC @ CERN I ~ 2.5x1019 W/cm2  
100 kJ, 7 TeV per proton, 1011 protons per beam; 10 
cm long bunch; 200 microns spot

SPS @ CERN I ~ 1.5x1018 W/cm2  
~7 kJ, 0.5 TeV per proton, 10^11 protons per beam; 10 
cm long bunch; 200 microns spot

ILC I ~ 1.5x1024 W/cm2 
1.6 kJ, 0.5 TeV per electron/positron, 2x1010 electrons/
positrons; < 10 nm width in x; < ~100 nm width in y; 6 
mm long

SLAC I ~ 1.2 x1019 W/cm2 
160 J, 50 GeV per electron/positron, 2x1010 electrons/
positrons; ~50 microns long; ~50 microns spot
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Particle in cell simulations towards 
the exascale

Laser particle acceleration and 
exotic beams 

Exploring fundamental plasma 
processes for lab and astro

Moving to ultra high intensities

http://epp.ist.utl.pt/

Outline
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Can (laser) plasma accelerators reach the energy frontier?

Next generation of lasers @ 10+ PW
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Blow-out regime of laser wakefield acceleration

Self-injection, Dephasing, and Depletion

a0 
normalized vector potential of the laser 

[quiver momentum p/mc of e- field] 

a0 ~ 0.8 (λ/μm)(Intensity/1018 W/cm2)1/2

W0 
spot size

τlaser 
pulse duration

window co-moving with 
laser pulse  

@ speed of light
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Energy frontier LWFA @ 250 J

Extreme blowout :: a0=53

‣ Very nonlinear and complex physics
‣ Bubble radius varies with laser propagation
‣ Electron injection is continuous ��very strong beam loading
‣ Wakefield is noisy and the bubble sheath is not well defined

Controlled self-guided :: a0=5.8 

‣ Lower laser intensity � cleaner wakefield and sheath
‣ Loaded wakefield is relatively flat 
‣ Blowout radius remains nearly constant
‣ Three distinct bunches � room for tuning the laser parameters

Channel guided :: a0=2

Plasma
channel

Laser
pulse

Accelerating
electron beam

‣ Lowest laser intensity � highest beam energies (less charge)
‣ External guiding of the laser � stable wakefield
‣ Tailored electron beam that initially flattens the wake
‣ Controlled acceleration of an externally injected beam to very high energies

S. Gordienko and A. Pukhov PoP (2005); W. Lu et al. PR-STAB (2007)
S. F. Martins et al., Nature Physics (2009)

few GeV

~10-15 GeV

~30-40 GeV
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The orbital angular momentum of light is an unexplored degree of 
freedom for laser-plasma interactions

Laser electric field isosurfaces

Helical wavefronts

Transverse slice of laser envelope

Donut-shaped intensity profiles

Applications
• Astrophysics
• Ultrafast optical communications
• Nano particle manipulation

Laser-plasma accelerators

High gradient positron acceleration

Shaped electron/x-ray beams

Ion acceleration (maybe reduce divergence)

Production/ amplification of OAM lasers via Stimulated Raman Amplification:  J. Vieira et al., Nat. Comms (2016)
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Laguerre-Gaussian lasers drive exotic (e.g. doughnut like) plasma 
waves in strongly non-linear regimes

Non-linear doughnut bubbles

Positrons 
accelerate here
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J. Vieira and J. T. Mendonça PRL 112, 215001 (2014)

Hollow electron 
bunch

Hollow bubble

ω

(a) E  [m  cω  /e]1 e p

-0.045

 0.045

Laguerre-
Gaussian laser

doughnut plasma 
wave

J. T. Mendonça and J. Vieira, PoP 21, 033107 (2014) 

Linear doughnut wakefields



e-e+ fireballs from laser generated beams in solids

G. Sarri et al., Nature Communications (2015)

Experimental results demonstrate formation of e-e+ fireball 

E lectron–positron (e! /eþ ) plasmas are emitted, in the form
of ultra-relativistic winds or collimated jets, by some of the
most energetic or powerful objects in the Universe, such as

black holes 1,2, pulsars3 and quasars4. These plasmas are
associated with violent emission of gamma-rays in the form of
short-lived (milliseconds up to a few minutes) bursts, which are
among the most luminous events ever observed in the Universe.
These phenomena represent an unmatched astrophysical
laboratory to test physics at its limit and, given their immense
distance from Earth (some more distant than several billion light
years), they also provide a unique window on the very early stages
of our Universe5–7. Arguably, one of the most intriguing
questions is how these gamma-ray bursts are produced. It is
generally accepted that gamma-ray bursts should arise from
synchrotron emission of relativistic shocks generated within an
electron–positron beam8,9. This radiative mechanism requires a
strong and long-lived (t # 1; 000o! 1

p , with op being the
electron–positron plasma frequency) magnetic field; however,
Weibel-mediated shocks generate magnetic fields that should
decay on a fast timescale ðt ’ o! 1

p Þ due to phase-space mixing9.
Also, diffusive Fermi acceleration, a proposed candidate for the
acceleration of cosmic rays9, requires magnetic field strengths that
are much higher than the average intergalactic magnetic field
(CnT)10. These and other questions could be addressed by ad
hoc laboratory experiments; however, the extreme difficulty in
generating e! /eþ populations that are dense enough to permit
collective behaviour11,12 is still preventing laboratory studies and
the properties of this peculiar state of matter are only inferred
from the indirect interpretation of its radiative signatures and
from matching numerical models. The intrinsic symmetry
between negatively charged (e! ) and positively charged (eþ )
particles within the plasma makes their dynamics significantly
different from that of an electron-ion plasma or from a purely
electronic beam. In the first case, the mass symmetry of the
oppositely charged species induces different growth rates for a
series of kinetic and fluid instabilities13, and significantly affects
the possibility of generating acoustic or drift waves. In the second
case, the overall beam neutrality forbids the generation of
current-driven magnetic fields that would hamper the onset of
transverse instabilities.

Different schemes have been proposed for the laboratory
generation of e! /eþ plasmas: in large-scale conventional
accelerators, the possibility of recombining high-quality electron
and positron beams via magnetic chicanes14 is envisaged and a

different approach is foreseen in confining low-energy positrons
using radioactive sources with Penning traps11,15. The proposed
APEX experiment12 builds on this idea, accumulating a large
number of positrons in a multicell Penning trap, before injection
into a stellarator plasma confinement device. The major challenge
of these schemes is the recombination of these separate electron
and positron populations. Alternative schemes have been
proposed in which electrons and positrons are generated
in situ16–21, thus avoiding the aforementioned recombination
issues. Despite the intrinsic interest of these results, the low
percentage of positrons in the electron–positron beam (of the
order, if not o10%) and the low-density reported (collision-less
skin depth much greater than the beam size, forbidding plasma-
like behaviour) prevent their application to the laboratory study
of e! /eþ plasmas. All these previous experimental attempts have
thus not been able to generate e! /eþ beams that present charge
neutrality and a plasma-like behaviour, both fundamental pre-
requisites for the laboratory study of this state of matter14.

We report here on the first experimental evidence of the
generation of a high-density and neutral electron–positron plasma
in the laboratory. Its high density ne! =eþ ’ 1016cm! 3

! "
implies

that the collision-less skin depth in the plasma is smaller than the
plasma transverse size effectively allowing for collective effects to
occur. These characteristics, together with the charge neutrality,
small divergence ye! =eþ & 10! 20 mrad

! "
, and high average

Lorentz factor (gAVE15 with a power-law spectral distribution,
comparable to what observed in astrophysical jets22) finally open
up the possibility of studying the dynamics of e! /eþ plasmas in a
controlled laboratory environment.

Results
Experimental setup. The experiment (shown schematically in
Fig. 1a) was carried out using the ASTRA-GEMINI laser system
at the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory23, which delivered a laser
beam with a central wavelength lL¼ 0.8 mm, energy on target
ELE14 J and a duration of tL¼ 42±4 fs. An f/20 off-axis
parabola focussed this laser beam (focal spot with full-width
half-maximum (27±3 mm) containing B60% of the laser energy,
resulting in a peak intensity of C3( 1019 W cm! 2) onto the
edge of a 20-mm-wide supersonic He gas jet doped with 3.5% of
N2. A backing pressure of 45 bar was found to be optimum in
terms of maximum electron energy and charge of the accelerated
electron beam as resulting from ionization injection24,25 in the
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Figure 1 | Experimental setup. (a) The laser wakefield-accelerated electrons (green spheres) impact onto a solid target, initiating a quantum
electrodynamic cascade involving electrons, positrons (red spheres) and photons (blue sinusoids). The escaping electrons and positrons are separated and
spectrally resolved using a magnetic spectrometer (details in the text) and a pair of LANEX screens. Plastic and lead shielding was inserted to reduce
the noise on the LANEX screens as induced by both the low-energy electrons and gamma-rays generated, at wide angles, during the laser–gas and
electron–solid target interactions. (b) Typical measured spectra of the electron beam without the solid target. Dashed green lines depict single-shot
electron spectra, whereas the solid brown line is an average over five consecutive shots. (c) Typical positron signal, as recorded by the LANEX screen, for
0.5 cm of Pb. The image is to scale. The white dashed lines depict the projection of the magnet gap, whereas the grey dashed lines depict the position
of 0.2, 0.5 and 1 GeV positrons on the LANEX screen.

ARTICLE NATURE COMMUNICATIONS | DOI: 10.1038/ncomms7747

2 NATURE COMMUNICATIONS | 6:6747 | DOI: 10.1038/ncomms7747 | www.nature.com/naturecommunications

& 2015 Macmillan Publishers Limited. All rights reserved.

exclusively at low energies (Ee! ’ 5 MeV; Fig. 4d). Most
importantly, the electron and positron populations present very
similar spatial distributions (Fig. 4a,b) leading to an almost
uniform positron percentage in the e" /eþ beam (between 45
and 49%; Fig. 4c). As we shall see later, this slight charge
imbalance does not affect the plasma dynamics, which can then
be effectively considered to be neutral.

A fundamental requisite for the laboratory study of e" /eþ

plasmas is that they must present collective behaviour in their
dynamics. Collective (that is, plasma-like) effects are likely to
occur in the beam only if its transverse size DB is larger than the
collision-less skin depth (lskinCc/oprop, with oprop being the
relativistic plasma frequency). The beam density is determined by
the temporal duration of the beam (that relates to its longitudinal
extent) and its transverse size. The primary electron beam exits
the gas jet with a typical temporal duration comparable to half the
plasma period within the gas32: tplC(13.0±0.3) fs. The semi-
analytical model for the quantum cascade inside the Pb indicates
an average temporal spreading across different spectral
components of the beam of the order of 1–3 fs, resulting in a
beam duration of te" =eþ ’ 15 ! 2 fs. As intuitively expected,
the lower energy electrons and positrons will escape the solid
target in a wider area if compared with their higher energy
counterparts. FLUKA simulations confirm this expectation and
indicate, for d¼ 2.5 cm, a maximum transverse size of the beam
of the order of DBC200±30 mm. For these parameters, we thus
obtain a particle density in the laboratory reference frame of the
order of neC(1.8±0.7)% 1016 cm" 3, implying a beam proper
density of nprop¼ ne/gAVC(1.5±0.5)% 1015 cm" 3 (Fig. 5b). The
relativistically corrected collision-less skin depth of the beam is

thus lskinCc/oprop(160±30) mm. This value is smaller than the
beam transverse size, indicating that the generated particle beam
is a neutral e" /eþ plasma. It is interesting to note that the
occurrence of collective behaviour (that is, the situation in which
DB/lskinZ1) does not depend on the beam transverse size DB
since, based on the considerations presented above, it can be

expressed as: DB=lskin & 4:1%10" 4
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
N= gAVtpl½fs(
" #q

& 1:4 for
our experimental parameters (here N indicates the overall
number of leptons in the beam).

Discussion
The presented characteristics of the e" /eþ plasmas generated in
our experiment are appealing for the laboratory study of the
dynamics of this exotic state of matter. As an example, a
particularly active area of research in this direction is the
determination of the growth and evolution of kinetic instabilities,
which are extensively modelled in order to interpret peculiar
astrophysical observations such as the emission of gamma-ray
bursts33–36. It is widely accepted that these ultra-bright bursts
result from synchrotron radiation generated via relativistic shocks
triggered during the propagation of an electron–positron beam
through the low-density intergalactic medium37. This scenario is
now reproducible in a laser-driven experiment in which the
photoionized residual low-density gas inside the target chamber38

can act as the background electron-ion plasma. In this case, the
growth rate for transverse instabilities can be estimated as: GTR&ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

2=g
p

oei=ð1þbspreadÞ (ref. 13), with bspread and oei being the
velocity spread of the e" /eþ beam and the plasma frequency
of the e" -ion plasma, respectively. It is worth noticing that in the
ultra-relativistic case, the weak dependence of the growth rate on
the beam velocity spread significantly relaxes constraints on the
spectral shape of the electron–positron beam. We can assume
oeiE1.5% 1012 Hz (neiE6% 1014 cm" 3 as resulting from full
photoionization of the background gas) and bspreadE0.1
(b¼ 0.87 and bE1 for a 1 MeV and a 500 MeV particle,
respectively). We thus have GTR¼ 5% 1011 Hz for gAV¼ 15
implying a typical time for the instability to grow of the order of
2 ps. Numerical simulations indicate, in the initial instants of the
instability, that up to 10% of the average particle energy in
the beam can be transformed into electromagnetic fields in the
plasma implying fields with an amplitude of the order of the
megagauss; once saturation is reached, this value drops to B1%
(ref. 13). It is worth noticing that this is similar to what expected
for gamma-ray bursts (0.1–1%; ref. 39). This timescale and field
amplitude are within reach of plasma radiography techniques
such as proton imaging40, a highly encouraging factor for the
application of these plasmas for laboratory astrophysics.

In order to check the validity of our estimates, we have carried
out three-dimensional (3D) particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations
using the PIC code OSIRIS41,42 (see Methods section). Simulation
results are illustrated in Fig. 6. During its propagation through a
denser e" -ion plasma, the e" /eþ is subject to the Weibel/
current filamentation instability leading to the formation of
electron and positron filaments with thicknesses of the order of
the beam skin depth. The electron and positron filaments
spatially separate from each other leading to net localized
currents and the generation of the corresponding azimuthal
magnetic field structures with maximum amplitudes of the order
of 40 T in the middle of the bunch. At early times, the simulations
show that the transverse scale length of the filaments is even
shorter than the initial beam skin depth. To further understand
the impact of charge neutrality on the instability onset, additional
3D simulations were performed using a purely electronic bunch
of same characteristics. In this case, the electron bunch generates
plasma wakefields, and neither filamentation of the beam (insets
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Figure 5 | Density of the leptonic beam (a) Number of relativistic
electrons (Ee"41 MeV; Ee" FLUKA, green crosses) and positrons
(Eeþ41 MeV; Eeþ FLUKA, brown circles) in the beam as a function of the
thickness d of the solid target. (b) Density of relativistic electrons (green
crosses) and positrons (brown empty circles) as a function of the thickness
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= 2.7 ⇥ 1017 cm�3. (a) Isosurfaces of
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integration along the corresponding direction. (b-c) 2D cen-
tral beam density slices (e� blue, e+ red). (d) 2D central
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dard case is approximately twice the amplified field in the
high plasma density case. This is consistent with what
we observe in the simulations, namely the fact that the
mixed mode has clearly developed more strongly in the
high density scenario. The coupling of the excited longi-
tudinal field with the transverse field leads to the excita-
tion of the mixed mode [14], as clearly seen in the high
density case (Fig. 2): the filaments are tilted, which in-
dicates that the particles can detrap more easily, leading
to a lower current and thus to a lower saturated B-field.
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becomes exponential (after ⇠ 0.1 mm, or 10/!pe). Standard
case (solid line): fireball beam with 2⇥10�5 m-rad emittance,
in a plasma with n

e

= 2.7 ⇥ 1017 cm�3 (which also defines
the baseline density for the normalization). The dotted line
illustrates the linear growth rate. Slices of the density in the
middle of the beam after ⇡ 1.5 cm of plasma (plotted in
blue) illustrate the di↵erence in the instability structure. The
inset includes the trajectories of two fireball electrons for the
standard case.

B-fields confining the current filaments leads to the emis-
sion of synchrotron radiation. The oscillatory motion of
the charges in the transverse directions due to the ra-
dial E-fields associated with the filaments of opposite
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both cases, the radiation is incoherent with the wiggler
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). Simulation results indicate that these
two radiation processes might not be distinguishable [25],
at least for the initial stage, since E? and B? grow to-
gether. After a significant field growth in the CFI driven
turbulence, however, the field structure may lead to dif-
ferent spectral signatures, as previously hinted in [26, 27].

We briefly describe some of the particular aspects of
the fireball beam diagnostic implementation. For PWFA
applications the separation between the e
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bunches must be of the order of a plasma wavelength
(⇠ 100 µm). Such a small spacing between the bunches
can be achieved with two interleaved magnetic chicanes
with a coarse path length di↵erence of the order of the
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Onset of CFI is determined by the balance between the beam
emittance and CFI growth rate

๏ Rate of beam expansion can be expressed by the envelope equation as the function 
of beam emittance 

where σb is the beam radius, Ɣb is relativistic factor and ϵN (=pr Ɣb) is normalised 
beam emittance

Growth of CFI

๏ The criteria for CFI growth is that the beam expansion rate is much smaller than 
the CFI growth rate

where               and we have considered that t ~Lgrowth/c, Lgrowth is the growth 
length of CFI. 
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FIG. 3: (Color online) (a) Temporal evolution of the transverse magnetic field energy for differ-

ent beam emittance (b) Thermal velocities as function of Lorentz factor γb, filamentation sup-

pressed for higher thermal velocities. (c)-(d) Beam filaments for thermal velocities ⟨pz⟩ = ⟨pz⟩ =

1, 3, 5, 7, 10, 20 from 2D PIC simulations.

spread. As the beam expands, nb decreases as nb/n0 ∼ (σb0/σb)2. As a result, the growth

rates for CFI and OBI also decrease. We estimate that these instabilities (i.e CFI and OBI)

suppressed when the rate at which σr increases matches the growth rate for each one of

them. By matching 1

r
dσr

dt
∼ Γ where Γ is the growth rate of CFI/OBI, we get:

θ =

!

Γσ2
b0

Lgrowth c

"1/2

(5)

where θ = ⟨p⊥⟩/γb and we have considered that t ∼ Lgrowth/c in Eq. (4), being Lgrowth

the growth length of CFI/OBI instability and c is speed of light. Therefore, our analysis

predicts that the CFI is stabilized by the beam emittance. Eq. (5) then gives the threshold

beam emittance, beyond which CFI/OBI are suppressed. It indicates that beams with

higher energy can support higher emittances and still be subject to the growth of CFI. This

is because the beam expands slowly in comparison to lower energy beams. Similar, beam
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Transition from CFI to Oblique instability

๏ Going from short beam to longer beam 
Density ratio is decreased i.e. for longer beam the plasma is overdense ωpe ≫ ωbe 
The growth rate of the two-streaming instability can be significant

�TS '
p

(3)

24/3
↵1/3

�b0
�WI '

r
↵

�b0
;

Growth rate of Oblique and CFI

Far smaller density ratio, oblique instability may be greater or comparable to the CFI

where α = nb0/np0

CFIOBI

Modelling of Longer beam in Longitudinal direction

In the previous section, we have assumed a short beam ( when compared with the plasma

wavelength λpe = 2πc/ωpe. Here, we investigate the propagation of longer beams with

σx ≥ λpe, while keeping the total number of the beam particles constant. In these conditions,

we found that the growth rates of the CFI can be substantially lower and that competing

instabilities also grow.

There are three possible main scenarios depending on the direction of the wave-vector with

respect to the flow direction. When the wave-vector is normal to the flow, the CFI is excited

as described in Sec.2. When the wave-vector is at an arbitrary angle with respect to the

flow, then it is the Oblique instability (OBI) to play a role. The latter instability generates a

quasi-electrostatic field containing both electric and magnetic field components. It generates

quasi-electrostatic field, no significant magnetic field is generated due to the instability. The

maximum growth rate of oblique mode is given by ΓOBL ∼
√
3/24/3(α/γb)1/3.

By comparing the growth of CFI and OBI, one can find that the growth of rates depend

on the beam to plasma density ratio.

ΓOBI

ΓCFI
=

√
3

24/3
1

βb

!γb
α

"1/6

(1)

According to Eq. (1), the OBI dominates over the CFI for longer beams because α is

smaller (considering that the total beam charge does not change). Thus, longer beams will

drive mostly quasi-electrostatic modes.

We have carried out additional simulations using the same set up described in Sec.2, but

increasing σx (i.e the longitudinal length of the beam). We have performed a detailed study

with different beams size where σx varied between (2− 10)λp. In all these cases, our results

have been consistent and always showed the growth of OBI.

In Figure 2, we show the result of a simulation considering a fireball beam with longi-

tudinal beam size σx = 2 × λp and with nb = 0.01274. We have considered temporal and

spatial resolution similar to the simulation described in Sec.2. The simulation box is 31 ×

10 (c/ωp)2, divided into 2.4 × 104 cells and uses 4 particles per cell for each species, for a

typical total of 2-million particles.

Figure 2 (a) illustrates the evolution with propagation distance in the plasma of the

longitudinal and transverse electric and transverse magnetic energy normalized to ϵp. The
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Three dimensional simulations confirm the growth of the OBI 
for smaller density ratios
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Signature of Oblique mode

Tilting of B-field lines

Drives wakefield structure
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Particle in cell simulations towards 
the exascale

Laser particle acceleration and 
exotic beams

Exploring fundamental plasma 
processes for lab and astro 

Moving to ultra high intensities

http://epp.ist.utl.pt/

Outline
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Plasma instabilities critical to shock formation and field structure

 B-fields generated by current 
filamentation/Weibel in GRBs      
[Medvedev & Loeb, Gruzinov & Waxman, 99, Silva et al, 03] 

 Fields in relativistic shocks are 
mediated by Weibel/current 
filamentation generated fields   

[Spiktovsky 08, Martins et al., 09]  

Shock 
front

|B|2

density

L. O. Silva | Ann Arbor, U. Michigan | October 5 2016



Simulation apparatus

Collision of two relativistic plasma slabs

“Cold” plasma 
Υ = 20

Wall 
reflection + 
Shock 
formation

1565 c/ωpe
14000 cells

28
6 

c/
ω

pe
25

60
 c

el
ls

• Gamma = 20

• Electrons + ions 

• mi = 32 me

• 1x2 particles per cell

A. Spitkovsky, ApJ Lett (2008)
S. F. Martins et al., ApJ Lett (2009) L. O. Silva | Ann Arbor, U. Michigan | October 5 2016



Ion density

Shock formation and evolution

S. F. Martins et al., ApJ Lett (2009) L. O. Silva | Ann Arbor, U. Michigan | October 5 2016



Ion density and shock profile

Strong shock structure and jump conditions verified

Shock 
front

Density 
filaments

n2

n1
=

�ad

�ad � 1
+

1
�0(�ad � 1)

⇥ 3.13

Jump condition

Blandford & McKee (1976)
L. O. Silva | Ann Arbor, U. Michigan | October 5 2016



Ion trapping

Multiple crossing

Energy increase

Shock front

Ion escaping

Fields in shock ⇒ Fermi acceleration ⇒ B-field generation/amplification

 Ab initio Fermi acceleration   
determined by structure of the fields 
in the shock front                       
[Spitkovsky 08, Martins et al, 09]   

 B-field amplification in upstream 
region via non-resonant “Bell” 
instability [Bell 04] 

CR magnetic field and shock acceleration 557

Figure 4. Magnitude of the magnetic field in the (x, y) plane; slices at z = 0. The grey-scale minima (black) and maxima (white) at each time as bracketed

pairs (minimum, maximum) are: (0.81, 1.22) at t = 0, (0.69, 1.35) at t = 2, (0.40, 2.30) at t = 4, (0.20, 12.01) at t = 6, (0.09, 39.88) at t = 10, (0.24, 79.72) at

t = 20.

rg1 decreases as the magnetic field increases non-linearly, thereby

effectively moving the boundary between regimes I and II to higher

k. If the maximum scalelength for wave growth is determined

by rg1, the saturation magnetic field can be estimated to be B ∼

µ0 j ∥ r g1 ∼ µ0 j ∥ p1/eB with a scalelength k−1 ∼ r g1. The cor-

responding magnetic energy density is B2/2µ0 ∼ p1 j ∥/2e ∼ ζ

ρv2
s /2 ∼ v sU cr/2c ln (p2/mpc). For our typical parameters, the es-

timated saturation field driven by CR at 1015 eV in the upstream

plasma is 100 µG with a scalelength 3 × 1014 m, and the mag-

netic energy density is 4 × 10−11 J m−3. A favourable aspect of

this saturation process is that the dominant scale-length automati-

cally becomes equal to the Larmor radius rg1 as required for Bohm

diffusion.

This estimated saturation field is that driven only by the highest

energy CR. Magnetic field on smaller scales will be generated by

lower energy CR in the plasma closer to the shock. Immediately

upstream of the shock the total turbulent magnetic energy density

will be an integral over the energy density on all scalelengths. If we

speculate that the energy density in each unit bandwidth (#k/k =

1) is v sU cr/2c ln (p2/mpc) at all k, then the total saturated magnetic

energy density is

B2
sat

2µ0

∼
1

2

vs

c
Ucr. (28)

This estimate for the total saturation magnetic field needs the support

of non-linear simulations in which the CR are treated kinetically

over a large range of scalelengths, but if our argument is correct, it

shows that a large saturation magnetic field is favoured by a large

shock velocity and a large upstream density as B2
sat ∝ ρv3

s . Once

again, this points to very young SNR as the site for CR acceleration

to high energy. Similarly, if the shock velocity is significantly lower

than our typical value of 107 m s−1, saturation effects may stop the

generation of magnetic field much beyond the typical interstellar

value.

1 0 G E N E R A L A P P L I C AT I O N

The process of magnetic field amplification described in this paper

may be applied to other sites of diffusive shock acceleration, and also

wherever there is strong CR streaming even if the CR are accelerated

elsewhere. Equation (19), which gives the condition for waves to

be strongly driven and regime II to exist, can be rewritten as the

condition that j ∥ > B ∥/µ 0r g1 where r g1 = p1/eB∥ and p1 is the

momentum of the lowest energy CR driving the waves. Furthermore,

using j ∥ = (v s/c) e (U cr/p1)/ln(p2/mpc) as given in Section 3, the

condition can be rewritten as v sUcr > cB2
∥/µ 0 ln(p2/mpc). Since

v s is the CR drift velocity relative to the upstream plasma, the CR

energy flux is I cr = v sUcr, and the condition takes the form

Icr > ln(ϵmax/m pc2)
cB2

∥

µ0

, (29)

where ϵmax = c p2 is the maximum CR energy. This condition

may be used to assess the likelihood of magnetic field amplifica-

tion by strong CR-streaming in other scenarios, although the factor

ln (ϵmax/mpc2), which arises from the shape of the CR distribution,

will vary from case to case.

To within factors of ln (ϵmax/mpc2), equation (28) shows that

the magnetic field is amplified to a level at which equation (29)

is marginally satisfied. This expresses a form of equipartition, but

of energy fluxes rather than energy densities.

1 1 C O N C L U S I O N S

Previous work has assumed that the magnetic fluctuations that scat-

ter CR during diffusive shock acceleration are Alfvén waves with a

wavelength in resonance with the CR Larmor radius. We have shown

here that, during acceleration at the outer shocks of SNR, the mag-

netic fluctuations are more usually strongly driven, non-resonant,

nearly purely growing modes at shorter wavelengths. The modes

have a circular polarization contrary to that of the Larmor rotation

C⃝ 2004 RAS, MNRAS 353, 550–558
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Long time evolution of the Weibel/
current filamentation instability: revisiting 
M. Medvedev et al., ApJLett 2005 (K. 
Schoeffler et al.)

Connection with other B-field 
generation mechanisms (e.g. Biermann 
battery): 
K. Schoeffler et al., PRL 2014

L. O. Silva | Ann Arbor, U. Michigan | October 5 2016
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Filaments are stable over many plasma periods 
in electron-proton interpenetrating flows

Electron-positron Electron-proton
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Electron trajectories follow the ExB drift in 
electron-ion magnetised flows  

x [c / ωpe] 300260
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Magnetized

e- rotation due to ExB drift

Unmagnetized scenarios

No preferential velocity direction



Calculating the radiation spectrum (and polarisation)

n
v

Energy deposition pattern and spectral features

Power

d2I

d⇤dS
=

e2

4⇥c

�����

⇥ �⇤

�⇤

�n⇤ [(�n� ��)⇤ �̇�]
(1� �n · ��)2R(t⇥)2

ei�(t�+R(t�)/c)dt

�����

2

Spectrum

dP

dS
=

e2

4⇥c

|�n⇥ [(�n� ��)⇥ �̇�]|2

(1� ��.�n)5R(t�)2

J. L.Martins et. al. , Proc. SPIE, 7390V, 2009b

Degree of Circular Polarization

P
c

= s3/s0; s3 = 2Im
D
E

x

E⇤
y

E
; s0 = |E

x

|2 + |E
y

|2

Pc = 1

=� 1

RCP

CP photon flux
D
Pc

E

!
=

R
PcIradd!R
Iradd!

D
Pc

E
=

RR
PcIradd!dS

Iradd!dS
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σ

-0.1 -0.05 0 0.05 0.1

⟨P
c⟩

-0.2

-0.1

0

0.1

0.2

⟨Pc⟩e− ;mi/me = 1836

⟨Pc⟩e− ;mi/me = 918

⟨Pc⟩e− ;mi/me = 1

⟨Pc⟩e+ ;mi/me = 1

⟨Pc⟩e−+e+ ;mi/me = 1

FIG. 3. Simulation results from jRad illustrating the normalized flux of circularly polarized photons

(averaged over frequency and spatial domain) from 1000 electrons trapped in a typical current fila-

ment arising from interpenetrating flows of electron-positron and electron-ion plasmas for varying

magnetizations.

simulations ⇠ 5000 and 7000!�1
pe

for m
i

/m

e

=918 and 1836 respectively) which is very large

as compared to the time the electron takes to undergo a steady azimuthal drift around the

loops (period ⇠ 150!�1
pe

). Thus, the electron trajectories during the time period of measure-

ment of radiation are similar in both cases. In contrast, these timescales are comparable for

the electron-positron plasmas (⇠150 and 400!�1
pe

respectively), and thus the rapid change

in field structure randomize the velocity and acceleration vectors of the electrons. This also

randomize the phases of the radiated electric field vectors which leads to a decreased
⌦
P

c

↵

for m

i

/m

e

= 1. For e

�
e

+ plasmas, the positrons also contribute to the radiation. It is

shown in Fig.3 that the
⌦
P

c

↵
for positrons is opposite to that of electrons. This highlights

the fact that the origin of
⌦
P

c

↵
in e

�
e

+ plasmas is the Larmor gyrations. As both electrons

and positrons emit radiation with opposite
⌦
P

c

↵
, the net

⌦
P

c

↵
of the radiation emitted from

such plasmas is zero.

9

Polarization depends on magnetization (external B field) in 
current filamentation instability

Magnetisation (σ∝B02/ɣ0)

Onset of circular polarisationFinite circular polarisation

Mass ratio 
• mi/me>>1
• Electron motion much faster than 

filament merging time

Magnetic fields 
Weak magnetisations (σ<<1) yield 
10-20% circularly polarised x-rays

Multiple sources 
No influence on final polarisation 
(random phase approximation)
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Particle in cell simulations towards 
the exascale

Laser particle acceleration and 
exotic beams

Exploring fundamental plasma 
processes for lab and astro

Moving to ultra high intensities 

http://epp.ist.utl.pt/

Outline
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All-optical radiation reaction configuration

accelerated 
electrons

laser wakefield accelerator in 
bubble regime second laser

I ~ 1021 W/cm2

Identifying radiation reaction signatures in electron beam spectrum

X-ray ( ɣ-ray ) 
detector

A. G. R. Thomas et al., PRX 2, 041004 (2012)
M. Vranic et al., PRL 113, 1348001(2014) L. O. Silva | Ann Arbor, U. Michigan | October 5 2016
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~40% energy loss for 1 GeV beam at 1021 W/cm2

3D full-scale parameter scan

Ε
  

 Ε
  

 

a b

c

SL
AC

*

*

Radiation reaction can be tested with state-of-the-art lasers in this configuration

1 PW
10 PW

e

M. Vranic et al., PRL 113, 1348001(2014)
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Pairs can be produced already at ! = 0.6

El
ec

tro
n 

en
er

gy
 [m

e c
2 ]

6000

4000

2000

0

Parameters

laser I ~ 2x1021 W/cm2, 30 fs, 800 nm
electron initial energy  ~ 3 GeV

~ 200 pairs obtained per 1 000 000 interacting electrons

 photon
 positron
electron

electron 
energy

interacting 
laser

Electron beam energy spread and divergence: 
M. Vranic et al., NJP (2016); ArXiv1511.04406 L. O. Silva | Ann Arbor, U. Michigan | October 5 2016



Monte Carlo simulations showing pair 
production via real photons per 
electron

PIC simulations of QED cascade in 
var ious configurat ion (counter 
propagating laser, rotating field)

2012

Capturing QED in PIC codes

20112009

Picture of a cascade in rotating field

Gamma rays from laser-irradiated solid

Dense pair Plasmas and Ultra-
Intense Bursts of Gamma-Rays 
from Laser-Irradiated Solids

2010

J. G. Kirk, A. R. Bell, and I. Arka, PPCF 51, 085008 (2009).

R. Duclous, J.G. Kirk & A.R. Bell, PPCF, 53, 015009 (2010)

Number of pairs produced

N.V. Elkina et al, Phys. Rev. ST. AB., 14, 054401 (2011)

E.N. Nerush, et al, Phys. Rev. Lett., 106, 035001 (2011)
C.P. Ridgers, et al Phys. Rev.Lett., 108, 165006 (2012)
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Modelling of QED cascades (& radiation cooling) 

Electromagnetic wave Electromagnetic wave

electron

Parameters 

• absorbing boundaries

• a0 = 1000

• λ0 = 1μm

• Linear polarization

• W0 = 5 μm

• τ = 30 fs

T. Grismayer et al.

L. O. Silva | Ann Arbor, U. Michigan | October 5 2016



QED cascades in counter propagating electromagnetic fields

Textphotons positron electron

T. Grismayer et al.

L. O. Silva | Ann Arbor, U. Michigan | October 5 2016
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Optimal QED configurations with standing waves

                  Linear                               Double clockwise                   Clockwise-anti clockwise

Particles remain in the  
x1-x2 plane

Particles explore the whole 
space

Particles rotate mainly  
in the x2-x3 plane

 photon
 positron
electron

 photon
 positron
electron

 positron
electron

Parameters 

• absorbing boundaries

• a0 = 1000

• λ0 = 1μm

• W0 = 5 μm

• τ = 30 fs

T. Grismayer et al., APS DPP, 2013 
T. Grismayer et al., to appear 2016

This requires finding where the parameter                                                             reaches high values� =
1

ES

r⇣
�E+

p
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QED cascades: from the seed to full laser absorption  

Analytical growth rate model + 3D full 
scale parameter scan

T. Grismayer, et al.,  ArXiv: 1511.07503

Laser absorption via QED cascades
absorption model + 2D/3D simulations

T. Grismayer, et al.,  PoP (2016); ArXiv: 1512.05174
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Heisenberg-Euler QED corrections 

* W. Heisenberg and H. Euler, Z. Physik 98, 714 (1936).

Physics below Schwinger limit Heisenberg-Euler corrections to 
Maxwell’s Equations*

Electron-positron fluctuations give rise to an effective 
polarisation and magnetisation of the vacuum which 
can be treated in an effective form as corrections to 
Maxwell’s equations. 

Valid for static inhomogeneous fields such that

Effectively, we obtain a highly non linear, non 
dispersive vacuum (e.g. M.Soljačić and M. Segev
Phys. Rev. A 62, 043817 (2000))  
 
Higher order corrections include spatial and 
temporal derivatives of these corrections. May be 
neglected for:
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ated at first order, and the fundamental, unperturbed mode is

Ẽ1(k=3)

Ẽ0(k=1)
' ⇠E2

0

which is in fact, a small parameter.

3 QED revision

n̂k,� = a+k,�ak,� (32)

ˆH =

X
~!k(n̂k,� +

1

2

) (33)

a+k,� ak,� (34)

and as always in QM if we wish to calculate a given quantity we an average
in Fock space.

| 1k,� ; 0 >= a+k,� | 0 > (35)

�n =

p
<  c | n̂ |  c > = cte (36)

4 Aux expressions for Thomas slides

validity of Heisenberg Euler corrections when ! << !c with !c =
mc2

2~

L = LM + LHE + LD (37)

ES =

m2c3

e~
E << ES (38)

It is valid to neglect the dispersive terms if:

! << !c
E

ES

(39)

which is almost complementarily satisfied by the condition above for the
validity of the HE terms.

5

Relevance for extreme astrophysical scenarios?

Effect on laser properties as we reach Schwinger 
limit?

Extract observable consequences of QED 
predictions.

Multi PW lasers combined with x-ray lasers will 
allow us to probe the dynamics of the Quantum 
Vacuum. 

L. O. Silva | Ann Arbor, U. Michigan | October 5 2016



Heisenberg-Euler QED corrections 

* W. Heisenberg and H. Euler, Z. Physik 98, 714 (1936).

Quantum vacuum corrections to Maxwell’s equations nonlinearly couple all field components 

• Electron-positron fluctuations give rise to an effective polarisation and magnetisation of the vacuum which can be 
treated in an effective form as corrections to Maxwell’s equations*. 

• with the constitutive relations,

@ ~B

@t
+ ~r⇥ ~E = 0 ~r ·B = 0

~r⇥ ~H � @ ~D

@t
= 0 ~r ·D = 0

~P = 2⇠
h
2(E2 � c2B2) ~E + 7( ~E · ~B) ~B

i

~M = �2⇠
h
(2(E2 � c2B2) ~B � 7( ~E · ~B) ~E

i

⇠ =
20↵2"20~3
45m4

ec
5

⇠ 10�51 [Fm/V2] .

•  Relevance for extreme 
astrophysical  
 scenarios?

• Unprecedented intensities 
will allow to probe the 
quantum vacuum.  
What laser properties will 
be affected?

A. Di Piazza et.al, Rev. Mod. Phys. 84, 1177–1228 (2012). 

• Extract observable consequences 
of fundamental QED predictions. 

J.Pétri, Mon. Not. Roy. Astron. Soc (2015)

Effects of the quantum vacuum below the Schwinger limit
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Ellipticity induced in x-ray probe propagating through 
birefringent vacuum

Vacuum birefringence in strong inhomogeneous electromagnetic fields

Felix Karbstein,1,2 Holger Gies,1,2 Maria Reuter,1,3 and Matt Zepf1,3,4
1Helmholtz-Institut Jena, Fröbelstieg 3, 07743 Jena, Germany

2Theoretisch-Physikalisches Institut, Abbe Center of Photonics, Friedrich-Schiller-Universität Jena,
Max-Wien-Platz 1, 07743 Jena, Germany

3Institut für Optik und Quantenelektronik, Max-Wien-Platz 1, 07743 Jena, Germany
4Centre for Plasma Physics, School of Mathematics and Physics, Queen’s University Belfast,

Belfast BT7 1NN, United Kingdom
(Received 8 July 2015; revised manuscript received 24 August 2015; published 26 October 2015)

Birefringence is one of the fascinating properties of the vacuum of quantum electrodynamics (QED)
in strong electromagnetic fields. The scattering of linearly polarized incident probe photons into a
perpendicularly polarized mode provides a distinct signature of the optical activity of the quantum vacuum
and thus offers an excellent opportunity for a precision test of nonlinear QED. Precision tests require
accurate predictions and thus a theoretical framework that is capable of taking the detailed experimental
geometry into account. We derive analytical solutions for vacuum birefringence which include the spatio-
temporal field structure of a strong optical pump laser field and an x-ray probe. We show that the angular
distribution of the scattered photons depends strongly on the interaction geometry and find that scattering
of the perpendicularly polarized scattered photons out of the cone of the incident probe x-ray beam
is the key to making the phenomenon experimentally accessible with the current generation of
FEL/high-field laser facilities.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.92.071301 PACS numbers: 12.20.Ds, 42.50.Xa, 12.20.−m

In strong electromagnetic fields the vacuum of quantum
electrodynamics (QED) has peculiar properties. Fluctuations
of virtual charged particles give rise to nonlinear, effective
couplings between electromagnetic fields [1–3], which, e.g.,
can impact and modify the propagation of light, and even
trigger the spontaneous decay of the vacuum via Schwinger
pair production in electric fields [2,4,5]. Even though subject
to high-energy experiments [6], so far the pure electromag-
netic nonlinearity of the quantum vacuum has not been
verified directly on macroscopic scales. In particular, the
advent of petawatt class laser facilities has stimulated various
proposals to probe quantum vacuum nonlinearities in high-
intensity laser experiments; see the pertinent reviews [7–11]
and references therein. One of the most famous optical
signatures of vacuum nonlinearity in strong electromagnetic
fields is vacuum birefringence [12–16], which is so far
searched for in experiments using macroscopic magnetic
fields [17,18]. A proposal to verify vacuum birefringence
with the aid of high-intensity lasers has been put forward
by [19], envisioning the combination of an optical high-
intensity laser as pump and a linearly polarized x-ray pulse
as probe; cf. also [20] who study x-ray diffraction by a strong
standing electromagnetic wave. While [19] proposed the
experimental scenario depicted in Fig. 1 for the first time, its
theoretical description does not account for the possibility of
momentum transfer from the pump field inhomogeneity—
incorporating this in the present work entails an enhance-
ment of the birefringence signal-to-noise ratio of several
orders of magnitude.
In the present letter, we reanalyze vacuum birefringence

in manifestly inhomogeneous fields, rephrasing the

phenomenon in terms of a vacuum emission process
[21]. We use new theoretical insights into photon propa-
gation in slowly varying inhomogeneous electromagnetic
fields [22], allowing us to overcome previous limitations
and to calculate the angular divergence of the cross-
polarized photons for the first time. Our study provides
a new twist and perspective on the feasibility of future
vacuum birefringence experiments. The key idea—so far
completely unappreciated in this context—is to exploit the
diffraction spreading of the outgoing signal photons. We
detail on a realistic experimental setup combining a high-
intensity laser system and an XFEL source as envisioned at
the Helmholtz International Beamline for Extreme Fields
(HIBEF) [23] at the European XFEL [24] at DESY. The

FIG. 1 (color online). Sketch of the pump-probe type scenario
intended to verify vacuum birefringence. A linearly polarized
optical high-intensity laser pulse—wavevector κ, electric (mag-
netic) fieldE (B)—propagates along the positive z axis. Its strong
electromagnetic field couples to the charged particle-antiparticle
fluctuations in the quantum vacuum, and thereby effectively
modifies its properties to be probed by a counter-propagating
x-ray beam (wavevector k, polarization ϵ). Vacuum birefringence
manifests itself in an ellipticity of the outgoing x-ray photons
(wavevector k0, polarization components along ϵð1Þ and ϵð2Þ).

PHYSICAL REVIEW D 92, 071301(R) (2015)

1550-7998=2015=92(7)=071301(6) 071301-1 © 2015 American Physical Society
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Simulation setup*: x-ray pulse probes birefringent vacuum created by optical laser.  A measurement of ellipticity induced is a 
direct test of the Quantum vacuum                   

. *Courtesy of Karbstein, et al., PRD 92, 071301(R) (2015).

Simulation parameters
• ξ = 10-6

• σ = 30 fs probe duration

• 1 keV x-ray probe

• I =1023 W/cm2 pump

• λ = 1μm pump

Using our QED solver, it is possible to simulate this setup in 
multidimensional and, via an electromagnetic treatment, obtain 
the ellipticity induces at various off-axis distances and for probe/
pump parameters

T. Grismayer et al.
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Multi mode mixing due to nonlinear vacuum corrections

Combination of odd and even harmonics is 
generated; After interaction, imprint is left in both 
pulses as they now freely propagate.

Setup with 2 Gaussian pulses propagating in 
perpendicular directions (a0 = 100, " = 10-6, λ =  1 
μm)

L. O. Silva | Nat Fisch Symposium | March 28 2016P. Carneiro et al,. arXiv:1607.04224

To be explored e.g. at HIBEF (XFEL + ultra high intensity laser)
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Particle in cell simulations towards 
the exascale

Laser particle acceleration and 
exotic beams

Exploring fundamental plasma 
processes for lab and astro

Moving to ultra high intensities

http://epp.ist.utl.pt/

Outline
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Scenarios where all this comes together

Pulsar magnetospheres… 

M.A. Belyaev, MNRAS (2015); A.A Philippov, A. 
Spitkovsky, B. Cerruti, ApJ Lett (2015); Y. Chen, A. M. 
Beloborodov,  ApJ Lett (2014); A.A Philippov, A. 
Spitkovsky, ApJ Lett (2014); A. N. Timokhin, MNRAS 
(2010)

JK Daugherty and AK Harding, ApJ (1982); P. Goldreich 
and W.H Julian, ApJ (1969) 

… in the laboratory?
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Summary

A wide range of extreme 
laboratory and astrophysical 
scenarios can now be explored 
and captured by ab initio 
simulations

Continuous interplay between 
theory, multi scale models, and 
outstanding computational 
advances will continue to drive 
important advances in silico

http://epp.ist.utl.pt/
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